Notes:
1. Sweep all fillings from panels during and after erection.
2. Start roof panels same as sidewall panels unless otherwise indicated on the construction drawings.
3. Start wall panels at the steel line unless otherwise indicated on the construction drawings.
4. Optional self-drilling screws are used for attaching the sheeting and flashing to the secondary framing only. Self-tapping screws are used at laps and flashing to sheeting connections.
5. Refer to the cover page of the construction drawings for screw part number callout and spacing.
6. Product approved panels for Florida Building Code, High Velocity, buildings must have tape sealer (HW5775) in all wall side laps.
7. At panel laps, start the downhill/lower panel 4" uphill/above the web of the purlin/girt. Start the uphill/upper panel 2" downhill/below the web of the purlin/girt to form a 6" overall lap.